
Dear Ptul, 	 6/6/77 

Your Jut 1 wu < delayed by a side trip to Newark L.J. Came total and I think you 
for the i...,for:otioo iL it eau the enclosures. It is halpfu; anu it raises mow. questions. 

Is glad you aa;rove what I halm bcen quoted an inying. I recall no miaquotationa and 
theme smelt be stories I have act soon. Tcday's La the Time I'll sea tonorma alma :Jai in 
D.Q.. shrther or nor thear is a &all hoe ring. 

Is came the 1a -like language of the is Amgolas hembur reaches yamal that sau-ofast-
bitch has tees out to got use from thy: first," it is false. While I had doubts 1 hope you 
slam% about lamina and Goasalas, I went to acere trouble, including when 1 UBM ill nrtj weak, 
to be ca 	axed gee. than a very large stack of significant mate-ial. The only reason 
their oouro.el did not leave with more last "Ctober ia because he did not want to take more. 
This was on Line. They were coning on J. ane neverdid. hot my fault. ky break wax over 
ethical ant local queetLana and the cheapest land of abiladelaWair lying. While, 
I have Ilaale cammorn for what is said, MOlv than enough of this as in writing. 

Lfttlr I wrota you I had a rasponae from 12.D.L. I'd filed and t3IA seesqueat. The 
referred to their S.F. officio, as by now you may haw heard. 

1; is protty farout I if a raapect aobal laaroato lies ant aaya ha way aupported by 
federal mouay if in fact ha %AZ not. Sapeolally sham it is included on the inside-beck 
eoVar as a requirod "teal UotiOe.' (teen is including a diacla tzar of the asairaace of 
accuracy.) 

Thaw resaiaa what 1 regard as s basic questions if not true why did Alvarez say it? 

Ioa have tau cioutA of ;Zak aishaalliaa. It is not tea:,  late to provide :Tim Nit'., maaaatioas. 
As are atill la :cur t aa that oas. 

.rhan 1 referred to ,avares having been turned on by iAudanta I raoalled, I think 
elaarly, that ha said years ago tha animated diacasmions by and with hio atuliente turned 
his on. As I also recall it at that tiaa there were only two boaxe, aW ana inquest. I 
recall notaina of this stature in Inquest, at laaat not in the required detail. Therefore 
I did aaaaas that hosavar ha lwaaued, Alvarez loarned from WW, despite a stud/ad contrary 
pratanee in this uewer arta. 

lOQ soy you recall having little to do witb thi4. I as net Asking to criticise you 
and if you discussed it with his what is there to crisis'? Aothiag. la a sole J.:A-area; is 
knowing, what hapaened as it relates her* to the postible VW oriainal sou.-ue. 

*hat I find provocative- and not I'o not beating around the bush with words like 
interesting or fascinating- is "His interest in the head snap started after be asatat as 
what the ainals moat convincing piece of evidence for a conspiracy was.* 

For a man of saienoe I believa any ant ie inadequate becauae aay one can be equivocal 
or even woo atilt many others soul i be right. FT= this I at wondering if for him own 
reasons be ama lc-Vila for chat ha did a making a basic as: ault on a ma, or criticism of 
the Report 	era ofAcial accost. 

Later yon: say "Xaybe we can agree that the Zs ruder film iselloSiadsple to lutorwet" 
as others like :kidding thin. tau have forgotten. vr wheys Ils:Ver told you. Anyway, when 
I 'vote about the: naad/aeap part in 1966 (it i taard the sad of Wall) I believed it 
would not be credito: and rewrote it down to almost ue..thina but a mention. If I ao 
go am far as you do in that is possible interpretatively if you wit& to ac celitability 
there iPt no dislatraamant. L.kielrta the is diaacreaueat is wham not dlaaara, :its: La. I 
do not regard it is acientifie or resaonablo to isolate individual items of civic 

Wye bean over three hours netting this far. The phone, over the Hall haariag 
Waahington tomor ow and the illinea story today, has been busy. * marks the ppot elan I 
cot a California ca 1 a half half ago-last half hour. SO Ion sorry if I an diejoiatod.) 





June 1, 1977 

Dear Harold, 

Thanks for your letter of the 27th. 
I only have a single copy of the Alvarez preprint, so I have Xeroxed 

the front and back xwax covers for you (along with the first page). When 
kt the published version came out, I checked it against the preprint, and 
my recollection is that there were no non-trivial changes. 

I've also enclosed the cover page from my =kat thesis, which shows 
the same contract number. I'm pretty sure that is a general contract covering 
all the work of the Lab. 

Yes, I would be surprised if ERDA authorized Alvarez to use any money 
for this project. In fact, if I wouldn't be surprised if they had no knowledge 
of this work until it was done and written up! (Of course I have no evidence 
on this point.) 

I have no doubt that there could be a major story in how the NAA was 
(mis)handled. That is probably an unrelated story, I would guess. 

My recollection is that I had very little to do with Alvarez' first interest in the Z film (which led to the much-maligned, thanks to CBS) "jiggle" theory. My x office-mate at the time, who spent quite a hit of time talking about the JFK case with me, was one of the Rut students who frequently talked with Alvarez over lunch or coffee; I wasn't. I recall that there was so little contact at that time tkak that when Alvarez wanted to check the film in the 
26 volumes, he went to the law library and didn't even contact me. 

His interest in the head snap started after he asked me what the single most convincing piece of evidence for a conspiracy was. I told him about the head snap and (I think) loaned him Tink's book. He came up with a suggested explanation, and then Olson and Buckingham joined us in testing it experimen- tally. 
I don't know anything about Rox*mat Project Jason, so I can't help you on that. 
For what it's worth, Ininaxaxemintxtkm the WC critics are not the first people to find Alvarez difficult, arrogant, or whatever. If you check some of the books on the Oppenheimer case and other events of that period, you will find some quite unflattering portraits. Actually, he's mellowed quite a bit in the last 10 years or so. But I do think that's all irrelevant to our 

major concerns. 
Of course a head is not the same as a melon, and we weren't trying to 

simulate a head in detail. Let me try ettakimz stating my understanding of 
what the Alvarez experiment has established: if the WC critics are to argue that the head shot could not have come from the rear, we cannot do so simply from a general principle ("A target always goes away from the gun") but must base the argument si on the specific properties of the skull, the bullet,-Neht wirellik,  and the motion which distinguish them from the situation in the Alvarez experiment. The most persuasive criticism I recall hearing (and I think it came from Soder or Sagan at Cornell) is that the relatively rigid skull (bone) would require more forward momentum to be imparted. But that is also a hypothesis, which would have to be tested experimentally. Maybe we can agree that the Zapruder film is not simple to it interpret (as people like Rep. Downing think), and that the proper scientific study to get all possible information from it has not been done. 

Jon Newhall of Zodiac News (who told me he had talked with you) gave me some goat details about the House Committee's interaction with Loran Hall which make the Committee look far worse than what was printed in Lardner's piece - which am was bad enough. A couple of people from their investigative staff talked with me for an hour when tktx they were out here a couple of weeks ago, and did nothing to change my opinion that the Committee doesn't have its act together and is showing no signs of doing so in the mkt near future. I saw you comments to Lardner when the last HSC report came out, and I thought they were well taken pointss. 

Sincere 

PTM 
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A PHYSICIST EXAMINES THE KENNEDY ASSASSINATICN FILM 

Luis W. Alvarez 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory University of California Berkeley, California 94720 

Introduction: 

In the eleven years since the Warren Commission published its 26 volume report
1 
on the assassination of President Kennedy, a controversy has continued over the validity of the Comission's findings. Do:ens of books and countless articles have been written to show, for example, that Lee Harvey Oswald had nothing to do with the event, or that he was part of a conspiracy with the CIA or other parties in planning the assassination. 

,2 
Some of the books, such as Mark Lane's "Rush to Judgement,' were best 
sellers. In December 1966 Esquire published an article3  listing thirty-five different theories that had been advanced by as many authors, each suggesting a variation on the Warren Commission's official scenario of the assassina-tion. And since then, many more theories have appeared. 

In the light of such a long history of unsettled controversy, the reader might well wonder why yet another author would feel moved to write on the subject. The reasons are quite simple; in'the first place, I con-tinue to read, and to hear on radio and television that "The laws of physics require that the President must have been shot from the front, v:hereas the Warren Commission places his assassin, Lee Harvey Oswald, behind him." 
Such statements involve the backward snap of the President's head, immediately after the shot that killed him. I will show, both theoretically and experimentally, that such statements are simply incorrect; the laws of physics are more in accord with the conclusions of the Warren Commission 

..
than they are with the theories of the critics. 



LEGAL.  NOTICE 

This report tear prepared as an iCeoUnt'ebT:work: sponsored  by the 
United States Government. Neither thees, tinitecrState's'nor the .United 
States Energy Research and DevelopMeneAdrnitilstration, nor any,of 
their employees, nor any oft their contractors su boon tractors,7 'or 
their employees, makes any'wartakitY, exPress di; inipliecL or assumes 
any legal Lability,  or responsibbityt.forXthe accuracy; completeness 
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d or usefulness oairy inform io tlapp a us f pro u o proce s' 
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